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This presentation identifies the four main groupings of subjects listed on 
international educational records, commonly called transcripts, academic 
histories, marks sheets, or statements of marks.  The four are: 
1. Records with credits per subject; 
2. Records with hours per subject; 
3. Records with marks per subject; 
4. Records without credits, hours, or marks per subject. 

Sample documents, with suggested methodologies, are provided for each type. 
Time permitting, case studies focusing on marks will be analyzed.  
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RECORDS WITH CREDITS PER SUBJECT 

The United States follows a credit system which typically assigns one credit hour 
for each contact hour (50 minutes) of instruction per week, with 30 semester 
credit hours as the typical year of full-time study.  Many other countries use a 
credit system, but not all countries allot one credit for one hour of instruction.  

Mexico uses a system, sometimes called ANUIES, which doubles the credits 
allotted to each clock hour of theory.  Since weekly attendance hours may be 
higher in Mexico than in the United States, the credits may appear to be triple 
those normally seen on US transcripts.  A four-year Mexican degree can require 
some 400 créditos which must be reduced to some 125-130 semester credit 
hours.   The following approximate conversions may be used:  11-14 créditos = 4 
semester credit hours,  8-10 = 3,  5-7 = 2,  2-4 = 1,  and 0-1 = 0.    

Sample 1-A:  Reduce the 295 credits appearing on page one of the two-
page transcript to some 90-100 semester credit hours. 

The concept of credits varies across Canada, even within provinces. Some 
Canadian universities weigh their subjects in terms of half and full credits.  In this 
system, each Canadian half credit (0.50) = 3 semester credit hours and each 
Canadian full credit (1.00) = 6 semester credit hours.   

Sample 1-B:  Increase the 20.5 credits to 123 semester credit hours. 

British universities use both CATS and ECTS. The Credit Accumulation and 
Transfer Scheme is based on the premise that each year of full-time higher 
education equates to 120 CATS. The European Credit Transfer and 
Accumulation System is based on the premise that each year of full-time higher 
education equates to 60 ECTS. 

Sample 1-C:  Reduce the 470 CATS by 4 (that is, 120 ÷ 30 = 4) and the 
235 ECTS by 2 (that is, 60 ÷ 30 = 2) to yield some 120 semester credit 
hours.  
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RECORDS WITH HOURS PER SUBJECT 

The United States uses a clock-hour system mostly for non-credit-bearing 
vocational or continuing education.  That is, a record may indicate that a certain 
number of clock hours was required to complete a course or program.  Many 
countries, however provide records with clock hours noted per subject. 

Generally, educational records from the USSR / FIS / CIS indicate clock hours 
per subject.  Since subjects may be listed only once, even if studied for several 
years, the total hours may be quite high.  For example, engineering students may 
study many hundreds of hours (spread over several years) in mathematics and 
physics.  In addition, non-native speakers of such languages as Russian may 
complete a high number of hours prior to / concurrently with their degree studies.  

Sample 2-A:  Reduce the 7412 clock hours for a five-year degree in 
computer engineering to some 150-160 semester credit hours, as follows: 
7412 divided by 150 = 49.  Divide each clock-hour figure by 49 to arrive at 
semester credit hours.  In most cases, the result will need to be adjusted 
up or down, with attention paid to the importance of the subject matter in 
regards to the degree.   Note:  Dividing 7412 by 15, the usual figure for 
one semester credit hour, will yield 494 semester credit hours, far too high 
for a five-year degree in the US. 

Some countries may vary in approach.  Generally, credentials from French-
patterned education indicate one of the following: Coefficients (weighting factors, 
similar to credits), unités de valeur / units of value (credit), heures / clock hours, 
ECTS, or grades based on 20 and multiples of 20.  The latter is very common 
and is analyzed herein in the marks-based section. 

Sample 2-B:  Reduce the 960 clock hours for one year of study to 32 as 
follows:   960 divided by 32 = 30.  Divide each clock-hour figure by 30 to 
arrive at semester credit hours.  To avoid partial credits, the results may 
need to be adjusted up or down.  Note:  Dividing 960 by 15, the usual 
figure for one semester credit hour, will yield 64 semester credit hours, far 
too high for one year of study in the US. 

Brazil is another country whose transcripts may bear clock hours (carga horaria).  

Sample 2C:  Reduce the 2652 clock hours (C/H column) for four years of 
study to 120 semester credit hours as follows:  2652 divided by 120 = 22.   
Divide each clock-hour figure by 22 to arrive at semester credit hours. To 
avoid partial credits, the results may need to be adjusted up or down. 
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RECORDS WITH MARKS PER SUBJECT 

Most educational records from South Asia are issued on a document called a 
marks sheet, statement of marks, or memorandum of marks.  These may be by 
semester / year or may be cumulative, with the latter as a consolidated 
memorandum of marks.  These records may indicate both minimum and 
maximum marks, with minimum marks needed to determine grade equivalencies, 
and maximum marks needed to determine credit equivalencies. 

In the samples for 1 and 2 above, a separate entry is given for grades and for 
credits / clock hours.  In marks-based credentials, the marks can indicate both 
the result (grade) and subject weight.  This system, much like the outcomes-
based system which follows, focuses on the mastery of the subject rather than its 
duration as measured by credits or hours. 

Sample 3-A:  Calculate the secondary units of credit for 750 total marks as 
follows:   750 divided by 12 = 62.5.   Divide each maximum mark figure by 
62.5.  To avoid partial credits, the results may need to be adjusted up or 
down.  Note:  Sample 3-A refers to two years of secondary study, normally 
12 units of study covering the 9th and 10th grades.  To adjust credits, the 
subject value may have to be weighed in terms of US value.  Suggested 
result: 

Math, 3.0 secondary units of credit;  
Natural Science, 3.0 secondary units of credit;  
Social Sciences, 3.0 secondary units of credit; 
English, 2.0 secondary units of credit; 
Marathi,  1.0 secondary unit of credit. 
Hindi, 1.0 secondary unit of credit. 

Many educational records from South Asia indicate both internal and external 
minimum and maximum marks.  Internal marks refer to college results; external 
marks refer to university final examinations.   Records with internal + external 
marks generally indicate the total of these two, which is the figure needed to 
calculate semester credit hours.  
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RECORDS WITH MARKS PER SUBJECT (continued) 

Sample 3-B: Calculate the semester credit hours as follows: 
700 maximum marks divided by 30 = 23.3. Divide each maximum mark 
figure by 23.3. To avoid partial credits, the results may need to be 
adjusted up or down.   Note:  To adjust credits, the subject value may 
have to be weighed in terms of US value.  Suggested result: 

Compulsory English (lower syllabus), 5-6 semester credit hours; 
STD & PAMS (Science, Technology & Development;  Philosophy, 

Attitude, and Science Methods), 2-3 semester credit hours; 
Prakrit (Indic language), 2-3 semester credit hours; 
Psychology I and II, 9-10 semester credit hours;  
History I and II, 9-10 semester credit hours.  

Often, credentials from French-patterned education, including Francophone 
African countries, bear marks in multiples of 20 which is the maximum grade in 
the 20-point grade scale.  Such marks indicate both the result (grade) and 
subject weight.  

Sample 3-C:  For the fourth year (left column), divide 30 by the maximum 
marks of 200 to arrive at a conversion factor of 0.15.  20 x  0.15 = 3, 40 x 
0.15 = 6.  Thus, Geology 401, 402, 403, and 404 (weighted as 40) each 
yield 6 semester credit hours; Geology 405 and 406 (weighted as 20) 
each yield 3 semester credit hours.   For the fifth year, 30  160 = 0.1875; 
60 x 0.1875 = 11.25 (or reduce to 11) semester credit hours; 20 x 0.1875 
= 3.75 (or increase to 4) semester credit hours.  

Note:  To determine grades, divide maximum marks by 20 to determine 
the weight: 20  20 = 1, 40  20 = 2, 60  20 = 3.  Then divide the marks 
by this factor and compare to the sample French grade conversions 
below.  Examples: 26 / 40 = 13 / 20 (B). 

Sample French grade conversions:   
16-20 = très bien/very good = 4.00/A,  
14-15 = bien/good = 4.00/A,  
12-13 = assez bien/above average = 3.00/B,  
10-11 = passable/passing  = 2.00/C,  
 Below 10 = 1.00/D if entire year is passed; otherwise = 0.00/F 
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RECORDS WITHOUT CREDITS, HOURS, 
OR MARKS PER SUBJECT 

Records without credits, hours, or marks per subject are sometimes called 
Outcomes-Based Credentials which focus on the mastery of the subject rather 
than its duration as measured by credits, clock hours, or marks.   The method of 
assigning US semester credit hours is rather arbitrary in that subjects are equal-
weighted.   The basic methodology is:   30 semester credit hours (typical year of 
full-time study)  number of subjects per year on foreign transcript = credits to 
assign to each subject. 

Sample 4-A:  One year of full-time freshman study = 30 semester credit 
hours.  30  3 = 10 semester credit hours per subject. 

Note:  In terms of GCE Advanced-level subjects, most US institutions 
award 8 semester credit hours for one year of science subjects or subjects 
with laboratories and 6 semester credit hours for the rest.  

Sample 4-B:    
1st year:   30  5 = 6 semester credit hours per subject; 
2nd year:  30  7 = 4-5 semester credit hours per subject; 
3rd year:   30  13 = 2-3 semester credit hours per subject  

(with no credit for F in Chem. Engineering Thermodynamics); 
4th year:  30  9 = 3-4 semester credit hours per subject 

(Hydrometallurgical Processes was given a minimal pass). 

Note:  Time permitting, the presenter would like to discuss the effect of imposing 
the outcomes-based system on educational records for which credits, 
hours, or marks are normally provided. 

Want more practice in determining transfer credit?  This presentation is based on 
the Foundations of International Education:  Foreign Education Credentials 
Analysis workshop offered by NAFSA.  The 12-hour workshop is also available at 
national conferences and On-Demand.  The latter is a program which is set up at 
the site of your choosing for 10 or more participants.   Contact the national office 
for information. 
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